The unexpected detection of varicella-zoster virus in genital specimens using the Lyra™ Direct HSV 1+2/VZV Assay.
The Lyra™ Direct HSV 1+2/VZV Assay is a moderately complex, multiplex PCR assay that qualitatively detects the presence of HSV 1, HSV 2, and VZV DNA in cutaneous and mucocutaneous specimens with a time-to-result of less than 60min. To report a one-year laboratory experience using Lyra assay for testing cutaneous and mucocutaneous specimens for HSV and VZV that resulted in the unexpected detection of VZV in 14 male and female genital specimens. Over a one-year period, 2113 cutaneous and mucocutaneous specimens from male and female patients were submitted for testing using the Lyra assay. An unexpected 14 genital specimens were positive for the presence VZV DNA. Eleven of the 14 specimens were available for confirmatory testing using two alternative molecular methods and Sanger sequencing. Fourteen male and female genital specimens were positive for the presence of VZV DNA. All of the 11 specimens (9 female and 2 male) that were available for confirmatory testing by the alternative molecular method and Sanger sequencing were confirmed as containing VZV DNA. Using of the Lyra assay over a one-year time period, VZV DNA was detected in 126 specimens of which 14 (11.1%) were from male and female genital sites. This rare and unexpected finding suggests that the appearance of zoster lesions in the genital area may not be as uncommon as previously thought and that this finding would have considerable impact on patient counseling and public health considerations.